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Abstract

The increasing number of urban areas conditioned by increasing number of people has led to significant innovations in the concept of living. The implementation and widespread use of modern technologies have enabled the rapid development of the smart cities. As population growth is accompanied by an increase in the number of cars and other vehicles, one of the most important problems facing cities is the development of an efficient parking system. Today's biggest problem in big cities is finding free parking spot, but also it is important to consider problems that arise in form of: longer time spent on cruising for parking, which increases pollution through the emission of CO2, more frequent traffic accidents, and a higher level of requests regarding the maintenance of traffic infrastructure. In order to successfully solve these problems with the adequate use of modern and advanced technologies, it is necessary to establish an effective planning system by the innovative parking management. This paper aims to show and compare some of the most important parking solutions in modern cities, as well as the use of advanced technologies for this purpose.
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1. Introduction

Today a numerous city administration trying to give effective answers on this complex question of parking problem, through finding and implementing various innovative solutions. This usually requires a considerable amount of time and a high level of investment. Also, this requests willingness to adapt to change, and constant search for solutions and innovations. Schumpeter (1942) defined innovation as "process of industrial mutation that incessantly revolutionizes the economic structure from within, incessantly destroying the old one, incessantly creating a new one" [1]. This research has aim to present different parking solution and their architecture, which are implemented in urban areas and smart cities.

This lead to optimization of traditional public services, such as transport and parking, lighting, surveillance and maintenance of public areas, preservation of cultural heritage, garbage collection, salubrity of hospitals, and school [4]. This infrastructure needs to provide unified, simple and economical access to public services, with number of benefits for citizens and city management. A huge number of IT companies are developing a wide range of software and hardware
solutions for smart cities, and one of the main reasons for entering this market is profit-seeking [5]. Parking solutions is field in which many companies are now investing heavily and the car parking industry has tremendous potential since the parking problems in developing and developed countries is increasing [6].

The rapid changes that are taking place in the modern world cannot follow all areas of society at an equal pace. It often happens that one change affects the intensity of another, which is the case with the increase in the number of cars and parking spaces. The number of cars in the world is constantly increasing, but the number of parking spaces is limited by a number of factors, above all the lack of space to define them. Research shows that more than 70 million cars were produced, just in 2016 alone, that represents an increase of 5 % compared to 2015. Finding a parking place in a busy city centre is often a frustrating task for many drivers; time and fuel are wasted in the quest for a vacant spot and traffic in the area increases due to the slow-moving vehicles circling around [7], also this situation leads to an increase in traffic accidents.

Parking solutions is field in which many companies are now investing heavily and the car parking industry has tremendous potential since the parking problems in developing and developed countries is increasing [8]. These solutions are supported with IoT infrastructure, in which the objects of everyday life are equipped with microcontrollers, transceivers for digital communication, and suitable protocol stacks that will make them able to communicate with one another and with the users, becoming an integral part of the Internet [8]. For the purpose to create new solutions of IoT, companies use hardware and software components. Hardware components include connected devices (e.g. sensors, meters actuators, smartphones, wearable) and the interconnecting network (e.g. cellular, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, 5G). Software components include for instance vendor’s device management systems, data storage platforms, and analytics and dashboards applications [9].

According to Pike Research - forecasting that the number of people living in cities will almost double – from 3.6 billion to 6.3 billion by 2050 – and the research firm expects that phenomenal growth will lead to similar growth in smart city initiatives, as well as a smart cities technology market expected to top $20 billion in annual value by 2020 [10]. Cities must plan for population growth, and introduce a more sustainable, efficient, and livable model in urban development. Modern digital technologies offer the chance to create a balance between social, environmental, and economic opportunities that will be delivered through smart city planning, design, and construction [9].

2. Implementation of smart parking solution in the smart cities

Introduction of smart parking systems in the cities is one of the first conditions that cities become smart. Development of smart city infrastructure is crucial for implementation of smart parking solution. Smart cities use different parking solutions to satisfy their own needs, according to car number, environment, population, terrain configuration, standard of living, etc.

Smart Parking is a parking strategy that combines technology and human innovation in an effort to use as few resources as possible—such as fuel, time and space—to achieve faster, easier and denser parking of vehicles for the majority of
time they remain idle [12]. Traffic on roads means the movement of road-users - including persons, streetcars, busses, vehicles, ridden or herded animals, and other conveyances; either singly or all together, while using the public right-of-way for travel purposes. Along with the increasing density of traffic, is the need to organize it [13].

The smart parking solutions use different components as: Occupancy Sensor, Gateway device, Server, Device. Different types of service which these solutions could offer are: Parking Monitoring, Parking Reservation, On-Street Parking, Off-Street Parking, GPS Parking Direction, Payment methods, etc. [12].

Smart parking technology benefits the customer and the parking operator in the following ways [14]:

- The customer can readily determine space availability prior to entering the garage and/or parking level.
- The customer can plan for their transit to public transportation with such smart parking systems employed at Park and Rides.
- The parking operator can use the system data to develop or improve pricing strategies.
- The parking operator can use this system data to predict future parking patterns and trends.
- The parking operator can use this system data to prevent vehicle thefts.
- The parking operator can reduce the staffing requirements for traffic control within the facility.
- The system significantly reduces traffic—and the resulting vehicle emissions—by decreasing the time required for customers to locate open spaces.

Fig. 2. Advantage of Smart Parking Solutions [15]

The parking management market size is expected to grow from USD 3.39 billion in 2018 to USD 5.15 billion by 2023, at a Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 8.7% during the forecast period. The major driver for the parking management market is expected to be the growing focus on seamless traffic flow and reduction in fuel consumption and increasing motor vehicle sales. The major restraining factor is could be the complexity in system integration [16]. The following companies appear as leaders in this field: Siemens, Cisco, Huawei, SWARCO, Streetline, WAViot, Ad Link, etc. Need for smooth traffic flow, business benefits to the parking site operators, and decreasing hardware and connectivity costs are the key drivers for the parking management industry [16].

3. Possible innovative solutions

3.1. Dynamic pricing method

One previous research [17] has shown the influence of certain factors on the problem of finding free parking spaces. In the metropolitan areas one of major challenges is parking problem, especially in the cities where parking resources are limited. Drivers usually have to cruise for a long time to find an available parking space [18]. A survey carried out in 2011 showed that 60% of drivers had the experience that they were so frustrated searching for parking that eventually gave up [19]. One of the main reasons why drivers are cruising for parking is that price for parking is low. Drivers who are cruising for parking are making more traffic congestion, so they need a lot of efforts to find free parking space. This problem has been discussed in research paper [20].

One of the ideas to reduce cruising for parking in cities is to take into account the price sensitivity and stochasticity of the parking demands. Poisson process was described in research paper [17] and presents how it can be used to influence parking price according to demands of parking spots. It’s established a general parking reservation model, how the parking price varies with changing of demands and the number of vacant parking spaces. Considering the limited resources of parking spaces, it is possible to use parking price as a way of influence on driver’s choice where they want to park. Interaction between prices and demands has an effect on user’s choice, which transportation mode will be used. If the price would be lower, it would attract more and more people to park, but in another case, if price would get higher, it would urge people to use other types of public transport.
Simulation results shown in Figure 1, point out that optimal policy maximizes parking manager’s income and also saves traveler’s time and lowers cruising expenses. Dynamic pricing represents a parking management system which tends to reduce traffic jams and pollution induced by cruising for parking.

3.2. SmartPark system

One of the solutions for parking problem in big cities is SmartPark system and it is described in research paper [21]. SmartPark system allows the user to monitor availability of parking lot in real-time, and it doesn’t need any specialized infrastructure. System uses sensors in smartphones, Wi-Fi and cellular infrastructure. SmartPark aims to detect transportation mode and location of the user, but to preserve battery life of smartphone devices. One research presents how to use analytical approach for evaluation of parking availability even with small group of users. Simulation results show that SmartPark, benefiting from as little as 20% adoption rate, can estimate parking availability with accuracy above 90%. Experimental results with the help of 12 volunteers show that SmartPark detects unparking events 97% of the time while triggering zero false positives [21].

System is aiming to make it easier for a driver to find empty parking spot, considering that in every moment someone could be parking vehicle and also someone could be unparking vehicle. When driver parks vehicle and leaves it, the application keeps monitoring drivers’ movement. The moment driver returns to vehicle and pulls out of parking space application detects unparking event and sends information about empty parking lot.

In summary SmartPark system introduces [21]:

- The first system capable of detecting virtually every mode of transportation with accuracy approaching 100% while relying exclusively on the sensors available on modern smartphones.
- Algorithm for location matching, which relies on the readings from Wi-Fi and cellular base stations. Combined with the transportation mode detection, it enables SmartPark to detect unparking events with accuracy approaching 100% while having a negligible impact on battery life.
- Analytical approach for estimating parking availability even when only a fraction of users uses SmartPark.
- Evaluation in two ways: using simulations and in the wild. Simulations using a variety of configurations show that with as little as 10% of users adopting it, SmartPark can estimate parking availability with accuracy above 80%. The accuracy reaches over 90% when 20% or more of the users adopt SmartPark. Over 30 h of experiments in the wild using 7 different smartphones with the help of 12 volunteers from 3 different cities show that: (a) SmartPark correctly detects unparking events 97% of the time while triggering zero false positives, and (b) SmartPark has a minimal impact on the battery consumption. Running SmartPark on a fully charged LG Google Nexus 5 for 5 h straight caused only about 4% drop in battery charge.
In case that user is looking for parking spot, SmartPark system uses algorithm described in figure 4. Firstly, system determines the user’s vehicle type. Then server receives inquiry via the Wi-Fi or cellular network about available parking spots close to user’s location. When user parks a vehicle SmartPark scans exact location of the user, and saves it. After driver leaves vehicle, every 10 seconds system checks which transportation mode the driver is using. In case that SmartPark system detects that driver is using the same transportation mode as the one that was used while parking vehicle and if it is the same locations, the system recognizes that user is vacating the parking spot, and sends information about available parking spot to the server.

SmartPark system aims to determine two main tasks: which transportation mode the user uses and whether the user is at the same location. To do this basic idea of a SmartPark system, as already mentioned, is to use already-installed sensors found in smartphones. Smartphones come up with variety of built-in sensors such as:

- Accelerometer.
- Gyroscope.
- Orientation.
- Magnetic field sensor.
- Luminosity sensor.
- Atmospheric pressure sensor.
- Microphone.

Figure 5. Boxplot of sound level readings of nine transportation modes [21]

Figure 6. Density function of sound level readings different transportation modes [21]

Figure 5. shows boxplot sound levels of nine different transportation vehicles. The motor bike generates the highest median value and a tight box: 50% of the readings are between 71 and 75 dB and almost all the readings are between 68 and 78 dB. Figure 6. shows density function of sound level readings of the most commonly used transportation mode.
Fig. 7. Boxplot of frontal acceleration readings of nine transportation modes [21]

Fig. 8. Density function of frontal acceleration readings of different transportation modes [21]

Pictures above show that different types of transportation modes have different sensor readings. As shown at Figure 8, density function has the highest read values for the transportation mode that has the most change in acceleration values, and it’s clearly visible through sensor readings.

3.3. Drivers location used for detecting free parking space

Another solution for the problem of finding free parking space in smart cities is exploiting sensors in smartphones to collect real time parking availability information. In their research paper, authors Lan and Shih propose crowdsourcing solution [22]. Idea is to design smartphone based system to track driver’s trajectory and to detect when they are about to leave their parking spot. To determine when the driver is leaving parking spot, authors rely on accuracy and efficiency of mobile phone sensors. It is considered to use a social network formed by drivers similar to Crowdpark platform [23]. In this architecture, a driver who is currently parked can provide advance notification when they are planning to leave, and this information can be sold to another driver that is willing to pay to reserve the parking spot [22]. First, driver gets required information, then he is allowed to arrive on parking spot and waits for seller to leave and then parks in his place. Buyer is charged only after he successfully parks his car in reserved spot. The idea is that every member in system gets unique ID when they are joining the social network, this way they real identity will not be revealed to the other users. Crowdsourcing approaches to parking are not new, but all other works in this require the drivers to manually report when they leave their parking spot [24]. Main difference in this system is that phone sensors detect when driver is about to leave parking spot by tracking drivers’ trajectory.

Fig. 9. The entire system architecture [22]

Detection of driver’s location and trajectory is obtained using GPS data. Paper considers using personal dead reckoning or pedestrian dead reckoning (PDR) system to determine driver location even if driver is in a building. The PDR technique is based on using inertial sensors that are to be put on the user, so that it can be used in building without pre-installing beacon nodes or pre-building RF maps on surveys of the environment. Sensors are used to measure step
length and heading direction. Generally, depending on where the sensors are placed, previous studies classified PDR systems into two types: foot- and waist mounted, as described in papers [24] [25].

This described configuration uses floor plans to detect exact location of driver, when he is in a building. This is one of main disadvantages of this approach, it requires database of floor plans. It is possible to achieve 98% accuracy, when locating walking distance of the driver. Overall error in determining exact location is about 0.48 meters.

### 3.4. Use of genetic algorithm to predict available parking spot

One of main difficulties that people have in today’s living is finding parking spot when they are going to the shopping mall. Shopping malls are places where people come to buy things and entertain and they are always crowded. It is common for every customer to waste some time and some quantity of fuel while looking for a free parking space. Even when customer finds a free place to park, there are also a lot of problems in terms of finding vehicle when they are leaving. Because of the poorly parking systems that are implemented in parking bays of shopping malls, also people park their vehicles by the road near shopping mall. After detecting the cause of the problem, it has been realized that the reason is not lack of parking space, but lack of efficient scheduling of vehicles to the parking space. One research paper proposes using of genetic algorithm to solve the scheduling issue [26]. Genetic algorithm is a very good optimization technique that iterates through different stages like selection, crossover, and mutation to obtain an optimal solution. It is based on theory of survival of the fittest [26].

![Fig. 10. System Overview and Internal structure [26]](image)

System consists of android application, smart car parking system, cloud database and autonomous trolley, like it is shown at Figure 10. It is intended that customers use android application, so they can book the parking lot in advance. Users obtain user ID, to identify regular customers visiting the shopping mall. When booking, user needs to enter how long the parking lot is going to be occupied. User then pays the cost of active reservation using PayPal payment system. After parking time has exceeded duration of reservation, customers receive alert message. Customers are given grace period of 30 minutes to take vehicle from the parking lot, after that they will be extra charged at the exit. Payment and allotment details are stored in cloud database. Customers leave their vehicles at the entrance of the shopping mall and they can go and enjoy the shopping. The autonomous trolley takes vehicle from the entrance to empty parking lot that is determined by the system. The image and the map to their vehicle are sent to the customer mobile application, so they can have information that their vehicle is correctly parked. System gathers information about parking and unparking vehicles using ultrasonic sensors that are implemented on every parking spot.

### 4. Conclusion

Urban areas have limited number of parking spaces and it is difficult to enlarge their number and not to change city infrastructure, but as the number of people in cities grows it is necessary to find solution for the problems, like more often traffic jams, traffic accidents and longer time for finding free parking space. In addition to that best approach to this problem is to present new parking management system. Uprising of technology makes new possibilities for better management of parking spaces in metropolitan areas. In this paper there have been described some innovative solutions that could take significant part in future.
Development of smart cities requires that parking management solutions be compatible to other components in the system. The key of perfect parking solution is to make complete use of current available technologies such as: IoT, Big Data, Machine Learning, and Cloud Technology.

Dynamic price management method shows how determined price of parking spaces in city center influence drivers to choose whether to drive their car or use some other transportation mode. Method proposes that price should get higher if the number of vacant parking lots gets lower and opposite, if the number of vacant parking lots gets higher price should get lower.

According to the solutions described in this paper, it is possible to conclude that the easiest solution for implementation is using sensors in smartphones. The reason for that is this system doesn’t need changes in city infrastructure. SmartPark system solution offers completely automatic method to determine if the parking lot is occupied or not based on detecting location of driver and readings from smartphone sensors. SmartPark system uses Cloud Technology to store information about empty parking lots and location of the user. Main disadvantage of system is using Wi-Fi and cellular networks.

Another solution is using driver’s location to determine vacant parking lots. This system depends on using GPS system in smartphones to determine driver’s location. It is intended for driver to use smartphone application, so he has possibility to inform other users when he is planning to leave, and he can sell this information so another user could use his parking spot. This system is not completely automatic, because user needs to enter time of leaving manually.

In the paper, it is also described solution for garage parking in shopping malls. System is based on use of genetic algorithm to predict available parking lot. People have problems when they are trying to find where to park, but they also have difficulties to find where they parked their vehicle. This approach introduces using of trolley. Trolley picks a vehicle on the entrance to shopping mall and carries it to a vacant parking lot. Customers receive map to their vehicle over smartphone application, so they can find it when they are leaving. System uses algorithm to determine which parking lot will be free next so the trolley may park another vehicle in that place.

The issue about parking will be more and more important in the future. Further technologies development will be lever for creating and implementing new parking solutions. Cities always need to spend a long time to research the best possible solution for them just to make a right decision. The main findings of this paper can be used for future research on smart cities and modern parking solutions based on Internet infrastructure and modern technologies.
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